
 
2023 Mountain West Women’s Soccer Tiebreakers 

 
Tournament Seeding and Tiebreaker. Tournament seeding shall be determined based on the final regular 
season Conference results.  Teams shall be seeded according to the number of MW points accumulated (3 
points for a win, 1 for a tie, 0 for a loss).   
 
In the case of a tie between two teams in the final standings, position in the tournament bracket shall be 
determined as follows: 
 

1. Comparison of head-to-head Conference matches among tied teams; 
 

2. Comparison of goal differentials within Conference matches (maximum of three goals); 
 

3. Comparison of goals scored within Conference matches (maximum of three goals) and, if the teams 
remain tied, 

 
4. Comparison of the tied teams’ win-loss records against other Conference opponents in Conference 

matches, in descending order beginning with the top-seeded team, until the tie is broken, or 
 

5. A drawing by the Commissioner. 
   

In the case of a tie between three or more teams in the final standings, position in the tournament bracket 
shall be determined by the following steps. If at any time during this analysis, any team(s) should have an 
advantage over the other team(s) tied at that position, the team(s) holding the advantage shall assume a 
position higher than the other team(s). If it is reduced to a two-team tie at any point, the process shall then 
revert to the beginning of the two-team tie-breaking procedures and shall be applied (in order) until the two-
team tie is broken. 
 

1. Comparison of head-to-head Conference matches among tied teams. (Ex: Team A, Team B, Team C, 
all teams have a record of 1-1 against each other then move to tie-breaker procedure #2. If Team A 
is 2-0 and Team B/Team C are 1-1 then Team A would assume the higher position and Team B/Team 
C would move to a two-team tiebreaker. If Team A is 0-2 and Team B/Team C are 1-1 then Team A 
would assume the lower seed and Team B/Team C would move into a two-team tiebreaker for the 
higher seed.); 

 
2. Comparison of goal differential in Conference matches between teams tied (maximum of three goals 

per match) (Ex: Team A +9, Team B +7, Team C +5, Team A would assume the higher position and 
Team B/Team C would revert to the two-team tie-breaker procedures.);  

 
3. Comparison of goals scored in Conference matches between teams tied (maximum of three goals 

per match); 
 

4. Comparison of goal differential within Conference matches (maximum of three goals per match); 
 

5. Comparison of goals scored within Conference matches (maximum of three goals per match) and, if 
the teams remain tied; 

 
6. Comparison of the tied teams’ win-loss records against other Conference opponents in Conference 

matches, in descending order beginning with the top-seeded team, until the tie is broken, or 
 



 
7. A drawing by the Commissioner. 

 


